
The group battled heavy traffic jams in Kuala Lumpur the previous night but finally arrived 

safely at Genting Highlands, a casino, hotel and theme park on top of a mountain range. Check 

in was at the First World Hotel.

In the early morning, we took advantage of the model of Genting Highlands available at the 

hotel lobby. Using this model, Grand Master Yap and Master Yap Boh Chu picked out the main 

points to look out for. We made our way to the Executive top floor of the Highland Resort Hotel. 

From that floor we could view the surrounding land forms and most of the Genting Highlands 

Resort area.

We were directed to take note of the Genting Hotel location as the main structure of the resort 

in the shape of a three leg star structure shape. All surrounding structures related to this 

centre point. The students were very diligent in their observations. To avoid missing out 

anything, we took readings of almost everything we could observe. 

We then went to the Genting Hotel lobby and observed the structure of the building and the 

main direction of the building - Northwest. During the debriefing session, it was noted that the 

Genting Highlands Resort was wholly built at the top of the mountain. In basic land forms, this 

is actually not good as it involves fighting with the elements at all times. Yet, no one can deny 

the resort's success! From this first contradiction, we discovered other interesting aspects of 

the Feng Shui of Genting Highlands to support its success. 
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It is in the interest of the casino that people coming to the casino get irritated and being 

exposed to the fight of the elements that they "loose control” of their mind. According to this 

they apparently spent more money, which is in the interest of the owner of the Casino. 

Therefore to have a casino on top of the mountain serves the purpose of the business.

A residential home would never be built on top of a mountain according to Feng Shui princi-

ples. For certain types of businesses in contrast it could be beneficial to build a structure on top 

of a mountain. 
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